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Phyllis Wong and the  
Forgotten Secrets  
of Mr Okyto
GEOFFREY MCSKIMMING   PB   14.99
In this light-hearted, mysterious and 
dramatic novel, the resourceful Phyllis 
Wong, a young magician, helps to solve 
numerous crimes. Features amazing 
feats of magic, a compelling plot and a 
flamboyant cast of characters including  
a dastardly villain, a loyal dog, a best 
friend and a Chief Inspector. 

FEISTY 
GIRLS

The Rescue  
Princesses series
PAULA HARRISON   PB   9.99ea
With their ninja skills and 
magic jewels, the Rescue 
Princesses have plenty of 
glamour and loads of pluck. 
They’re on a mission to rescue 
any animal in danger. Girls 
of 6-9 will enjoy getting to 
know the different princess 
characters in these highly 
illustrated, fast-paced  
‘chapter books’. 

Olivia series
LYN GARDNER  PB   14.99ea
Whether performing on the high 
wire or pantomime stage, visiting 
a festival, or dealing with family 
drama, Olivia’s adventures at the 
Swan Academy are compelling! 
Author Lyn Gardner brings her 
experience as a theatre critic to 
bear with authentic details about 
life behind the scenes. Two further 
titles also available. For 9+

Illustrations on this page © Peter Sheehan
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Sniff 
MATTHEW VAN FLEET   BB   16.99
From the creator of Tails, Heads and Dogs 
comes a shorter storybook all about smells. 
Animals have noses in all shapes and 
sizes, some smooth some twitchy. With Van 
Fleet’s signature pull-tabs and touchy feely 
surfaces – nice and sturdy of course – this 
is sure to entertain littlies for ages!

Playbook Farm
CORINA FLETCHER   BOX   24.99
Comprising a pop-up storybook which 
unfolds and transforms into a three 
dimensional farmyard complete with 
cardboard animals (and a tractor!). 
Playbook Farm is the brilliant and 
ingeniously portable way to have  
fun on the farm! 

Noni the Pony
ALISON LESTER   BB   14.99
Noni the Pony is shiny and fat and her best 
friends are Dave Dog and Coco the Cat. 
She lives on a farm at Waratah Bay (eating 
LOTS of apples, carrots and hay). This 
picture book is made up of simple rhyming 
couplets and is lots of fun to read aloud. It 
works perfectly in this board book format.

101 Things To Do  
With A Baby
JAN ORMEROD   PB   19.95
It’s great to have this classic book available 
again. There are so many things to do with 
your baby, maybe you can add some more! 
Especially fun to read with older siblings 
when there’s a new baby in the family.
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One Very Tired Wombat
RENEE TREML   HB   19.95  
Wombat is tired!  As he dozes off the birds 
of the bush welcome the coming day—
many of them loudly.  Curlews, magpies, 
kookaburras—and more.  They will not 
let him sleep … until it all gets too much 
for poor Wombat. A counting book for 
younger readers with clever, uncluttered 
illustrations and a simple glossary  
at the back.

Goose 
LAURA WALL   PB   14.99  
Sometimes the simplest books are the best.
These four stories about Sophie and Goose 
are just exquisite! Each book tells a story 
with few lines of text but superbly revealing 
illustrations, making them just right for 
the under fives. In the first book Sophie 
and Goose become friends, in the following 
books there is a birthday, a zoo visit and 
first days at school.

Mr McGee and the 
Elephants
PAMELA ALLEN   HB   24.99
Everyone’s favourite tea drinking man in a 
hat is back. This time he is on an adventure 
with three elephants. You just know he’s 
going to have fun, and so are you when 
you share this great read-aloud with your 
children.

Brave Squish Rabbit
KATHERINE BATTERSBY   HB   19.95 
Squish Rabbit is afraid of lots of things, 
especially the dark, so when his friend 
Twitch goes missing at night will he be able 
to overcome his fear to help find her? A 
great story for showing children that some 
things are worth being brave for. The book 
even comes with a glow-in-the-dark cover 
just in case…
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Cozy Classics:  
Pride and Prejudice  
Moby Dick
JACK WANG & HOLMAN WANG   BB   12.99
 Classics because they are classic stories 
and cozy because the illustrations are made 
from felt!
Who would have thought you could re-tell 
Pride and Prejudice in just 12 words – 
Friends, Sisters, Dance… A fun way to 
share your love of literature with the 
littlest people in the house or the perfect 
gift for the Austen and Melville fans. 

We Love You, Hugless 
Douglas! 
Don’t Worry, Hugless 
Douglas
DAVID MELLING   HB   24.99   BB   12.99
The fourth charming adventure of curious 
young bear Douglas. When Douglas goes on 
a best friend hunt with Flossie the sheep, 
everyone seems to have a best friend except 
him! Douglas need not worry though as 
sometimes what you’re looking for is right 
under your nose…
Also a new Hugless Douglas board book to 
complete the collection. 

Where is Lighty Faust the Lion?  
Bedtime with Lighty Faust the Lion
ANNA HYMAS   BB   9.95

Following on the success of the first Lighty Faust picture 
book, Anna Hymas has produced two very special lift-the-

flap board books. Join Ru and his imaginary friends 
Faust and mouse as they skip through life. Great 
illustrations and lively text, perfect for parents and 
children to read together. 
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Do Your Ears Hang Low?
THE TOPP TWINS & JENNY COOPER   PB   16.99
This classic children’s song is refreshingly 
brought to life with wonderful, expressive 
illustrations by Jenny Campbell. Included  
is a very funny recording of the song by 
New Zealand’s favourite yodelers, The  
Topp Twins.

Stupid Baby
STEPHANIE BLAKE   16.99
Simon is seriously displeased when his 
parents bring the new baby home from the 
hospital. He is even more annoyed when 
it looks as though the stupid baby won’t 
be going back anytime soon. A story about 
new siblings that will entertain those with 
new babies around and those without. You 
won’t be able to stop laughing as you read!

On the Farm
ROLAND HARVEY   HB   24.99
Harvest Festival’s coming and it’s the 
perfect time to visit Uncle Kev’s farm.  
Come and see his pig-polishing machine 
and his multi-story milking shed!  Try  
your hand at hay sculpting!  Check out  
the car that runs on chook poo and peanut 
butter. Readers will be entertained for 
hours by the interesting and unusual 
things happening on the farm.

Bawk and Roll
DAN SANTAT   HB   16.99  
Marge and Lola the dancing chickens are 
off on tour with Elvis Poultry (you just have 
to see this chicken in an Elvis jumpsuit) 
but they develop a bad case of stage fright. 
How are they going to solve the problem? 
By crossing the road, of course! Absolutely 
hilarious stuff. 
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Ella Bella and The 
Nutcracker
JAMES MAYHEW   HB   24.99
I love the Ella Bella books because she 
learns ballet like me. In this story I liked it 
when the wooden nutcracker turned into 
a prince and took Ella Bella to the Land of 
Sweets to meet the Sugar Plum Fairy who 
is very beautiful. I would like to eat all the 
treats they had at the party, especially the 
sugar mice. 

Dinosaur Rocks
LACHLAN CREAGH   PB   14.99 
When Tim arrives for a visit at his 
grandparents and discovers they have  
no internet or TV, what can he do with  
his time? Well, he can explore the 
dinosaur rocks behind their house. The 
excitement and adventure begin when he 
finds a dinosaur called Goldie. A superbly 
illustrated and very informative picture 
book just right for junior dinosaur lovers.

This Moose Belongs to Me
OLIVER JEFFERS   HB   24.99
Wilfred is very pleased with his moose 
Marcel. He has a big list of rules on how to 
be a good pet and most of the time Marcel 
is very good at following them. So what 
happens when one day a lady sees Marcel 
and seems to think he is actually named 
Rodrigo? Another fantastic book from  
a picture book star.

No!
The Lost Stars
HANNAH CUMMING   PB   12.95   MARTA ALTES   PB   12.95 
Dog thinks his name is No as this is  
the word he hears on a regular basis!  
A simple story with fun illustrations  
and a cute little twist at the end. The Lost 
Stars tells a more serious story of how the 
world is so noisy we have forgotten how 
to look and listen. The stars are upset and 
disappear for a while, until the power goes 
off and they are needed again.

Clare aged 6
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Alphabet Town
BRYAN EVANS & KIMBERLEY MOON   PB  14.95
A delightful story about a character called 
Zero from the town of Numbers who meets 
Spot the Dot and together they travel to the 
town of Alphabet, nestled in a place called 
Knowledge. A clever tale that tracks the 
creation of words, letters, numbers and 
books – it will stimulate curiosity  
and learning as Zero and Dot become 
heroes in their imaginary quest!

Yellow Dress Day 
MICHELLE WORTHINGTON & SOPHIA NORSA   HB   24.95
Each day of Ava’s week has its own  
colour to reflect the day. Be it hot and  
dry or windy and stormy. Today is a yellow 
dress day – but the yellow dress is nowhere 
to be found! What can Ava do? Mum comes 
to the rescue to make sure the day is still 
filled with fun and colour. 

The Last Tiger
REBECCA ELLIOTT   PB   11.99
A story of a world where people have 
forgotten what is important and there are 
no trees, plants or animals left. That is until 
Luka rescues the last tiger whose paw is 
stuck in a fence and they become friends. 
When everyone wants to see this tiger  
Luka has to find a special place for  
him to survive.

Can You See Sassoon?
SAM USHER   PB   14.95
Sassoon the snake loves to hide and you 
will need to look very hard to find him on 
every page of this wonderfully colourful 
book. There is so much detail in the 
illustrations that children will love to  
go back to this book time and time  
again to see what else they can find.
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The Dreadful Fluff 
AARON BLABEY   HB   24.99
The awful story of a small piece of fluff  
that sprang from Serenity Strainer’s belly 
button and as it grew and grew, consumed 
all in its path until Serenity’s perfect life 
was so disrupted, she just had to take 
action.Wonderfully humorous pictures  
by this award winning author / illustrator 
and fun for all.

Today We Have No Plans
JANE GODWIN & ANNA WALKER   HB   24.99
Every family will relate to the busy family 
in this endearing picture book as they 
rush between home, school, work and 
afterschool activities. Then on Sunday, 
when they have no plans, time slows down 
and opens endless possibilities for play  
and fun family time. A wonderful reminder 
of how life should be.

The Gobbledygook  
is Eating A Book
JUSTINE CLARK   HB   19.99
What should you do when a greedy 
Gobbledygook is ripping up and eating  
your book?  Why, teach it exactly what  
you should do with a book, of course! A 
perfect choice to instill a love of reading.  
With its rhythmic rollicking text and  
vibrant illustrations, it’s sure to be  
a hit with budding bookworms.

Matilda’s Cat
EMILY GRAVETT   HB   26.99
Energetic little Matilda just can’t 
understand why her cat doesn’t want to 
play. Surely he likes drawing, tea-parties, 
dressing-up and riding bikes… With  
simple text and delightfully expressive 
illustrations, the talented Emily Gravett 
explores the unrealistic expectations  
little ones often have of their pets.
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The Worst Princess
ANNA KEMP & SARA OGILVIE   PB   14.99  
When Princess Sue’s long awaited prince 
finally arrives to rescue her from her 
tower prison, he’s not quite what she had 
in mind. Find out how this feisty princess 
escapes the clutches of  the silliest of 
princes in this funny twist on the  
traditional princess tale.

Jack and the Baked 
Beanstalk
COLIN STIMPSON   PB   14.99 
This modern twist on the classic fairytale 
is a visual masterpiece.  Colin Stimpson’s 
retro style transports you back to an earlier 
decade in a busy city where development is 
booming.  Our Jack spends his family’s last 
coins on a can of magic baked beans.  The 
next morning he climbs the magic baked 
beanstalk and his adventure begins.

The Very Cranky Bear 
Collection Slipcase
NICK BLAND   HB   29.99 
This ultimate library of the three beautifully 
illustrated Very Cranky Bear books captures 
all the moods and humorous expressions 
of the big brown bear and his friends. A 
great-value collection perfect for reading 
aloud to children 4 years and over. 

Olivia and the Fairy 
Princesses
IAN FALCONER    HB   19.99
Olivia is sick of all the girls (and some of 
the boys) at school always dressing up 
as fairy princesses. Don’t they know how 
boring it is to all be the same? This is the 
most hilarious Olivia book yet and we see 
just how individual Olivia is. Her plans for 
the future are set as she begins to tackle 
the world’s problems. 
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This Is Not My Hat
JON KLASSEN   HB   24.95 
The little fish is feeling very pleased with 
himself. He stole a rather dashing hat from 
a big fish who was sleeping and didn’t see 
who stole the hat. Or did he? A masterpiece 
of deadpan comedy – this is the much 
anticipated follow-up of sorts to last  
year’s I Want My Hat Back. 

The Goldilocks Variations
ALAN AHLBERG & JESSICA AHLBERG   HB   27.95 
You know the story of Goldilocks and the 
three bears but do you know the one about 
Goldilocks and the 33 bears or the aliens 
called Bliims. Who would have thought 
that one little girl could have so many 
adventures involving porridge. A beautifully 
illustrated pop-up book from the father and 
daughter team of Alan and Jessica Ahlberg.

Captain Kangaroo and the 
Big Bush Bash
MANDY FOOT   PB   14.99 
It’s a race across the Outback and Captain 
Kangaroo is determined to beat the 
echidnas, the emus, the koalas and the 
pelicans. Who will be the first to get to 
Broken Hill? You will have to read quickly 
to keep up with these animals. 

Superworm
JULIA DONALDSON & AXEL SCHEFFLER   HB   24.99 
Julia Donaldson’s trademark rhymes and 
Axel Scheffler’s fabulous illustrations 
combine to bring us an engaging story 
about courage and friendship. When brave 
and strong Superworm is captured by 
mean Wizard Lizard his friends realise  
it will take an incredibly cunning plan  
to rescue him – will they succeed?
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Ruby Red Shoes
KATE KNAPP   HB   $19.99
In a very prettily painted caravan lives 
Ruby Red Shoes (an Aware Hare) and 
her Russian grandmother. Ruby loves 
peppermint tea and strawberry jam and  
is always kind to everyone (in particular  
the chickens whom she teaches to dance). 
A longer picture book for those starting  
to read themselves – this would make  
a gorgeous gift as well.

The Fantastic Flying Books 
of Mr. Morris Lessmore
WILLIAM JOYCE   HB   19.99  
Morris loves words and stories. Every day 
he writes his joys, sorrows, hopes and 
knowledge in his book, until one day his 
world is turned upside-down when all he 
has written is scattered to the winds. Could 
the gift of a book from a stranger put him 
back on the path to happiness? A moving 
tribute to the power of books. 

Empty Fridge
GAETAN DOREMUS   HB   27.95
For various reasons (work, visiting, 
talking on the phone) everyone in this 
building has been too busy to go grocery 
shopping today. They each have just one 
ingredient in their fridges – not enough 
for supper alone. But if you combined all 
those single ingredients…a lively picture 
book highlighting the benefits of working 
together as a community.

Monsieur Albert  
Rides to Glory
PETER SMITH & BOB GRAHAM   HB   24.99
Monsieur Albert, at the age of sixty, enters 
a race which is a humorous take on the 
Tour de France. He’s up against Francois, 
the young and arrogant reigning French 
champion. This incredibly witty story is a 
fun read for parents and kids alike. Each 
page is filled with suspense and its uplifting 
ending encourages everyone to have a go. 
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The Twelve Dancing 
Princesses
RETOLD BY MARY HOFFMAN & MISS CLARA   PB   14.99
The king’s daughters awake each morning 
with their slippers ragged and torn. Where 
do they go every night? There is reward for 
the person who solves the mystery in three 
days and nights. Prince after prince fails 
but then a poor soldier shows up at the 
palace door. Will he succeed? A beautifully 
illustrated retelling of this classic fairy tale. 

The Fairytale Princess
SU BLACKWELL   HB   29.95
This stunning collection features seven of 
the princesses we most remember from 
classic fairytales such as Sleeping Beauty 
and The Princess and the Pea.  What makes 
this book very different from others is its 
visual component.  Traditional illustrations 
have been replaced by exquisitely lit 
photographs of intricate paper sculptures.  
The paper the sculptor has used is taken 
from the pages of the tales themselves.  

Cinderella
JANE RAY   HB   29.95
Jane Ray’s spectacular portrayal of 
Cinderella brings this classic fairy tale to 
life.  Each three dimensional page opens 
to reveal a theatre stage.  Panels open like 
curtains on either side of the stage and 
the story is told.  This is one of those rare 
special books that will be treasured forever.

Beauty and the Beast
URSULA JONES & SARAH GIBB   HB   26.99
Beauty asks for one thing from her father’s 
travels – a rose. But when he steals it from 
the Beast’s garden a terrible price must 
be paid. This classic fairytale has been 
retold with some of the most gorgeous 
illustrations ever to be paired with it. An 
elegant and timeless book from the creators 
of The Princess Who Had No Kingdom.
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Figaro and Rumba  
and the Crocodile Cafe
ANNA FIENBERG & STEPHEN MICHAEL KING   HB   19.99
I liked this book because it was fun to 
read. I liked the illustration of the crocodile 
playing the conga drums. My favourite 
part was when the police dog arrested 
the crocodile for poisoning its customers 
at the café. I also liked how the crocodile 
pretended to be friends with Figaro  
and Rumba.

Ninja Meerkats: The 
Ultimate Dragon Warrior
GARETH P. JONES   PB   9.99
Hilarious new action series for boys 5-8 
years featuring four mighty meerkats 
known as the Clan of the Scorpion, who 
must protect the world from the evil 
Ringmaster. Whilst attending a Kung Fu 
tournament on mysterious Dragon Island, 
Chucky discovers a hidden door. What 
secrets will be revealed?

Tara aged 7

Hubert and the Magic 
Glasses
CANDICE LEMON SCOTT & JOE SPELLMAN    PB   12.95
Hubert loves playing soccer but as 
goalkeeper for the Able Ants, the ball 
always seems to find a way to get past him. 
His mother suggests he might need glasses 
but Hubert is horrified at the thought—how 
embarrassing! A great story for any child 
going through the same experience. 

Wolfie
EMMA BARNES & EMMA CHICHESTER CLARK   PB   13.99
Lucie’s Uncle Joe always brings her 
unusual gifts but this one is definitely the 
strangest. Everyone else thinks it is just a 
regular dog but Lucie quickly finds out it is 
in fact a talking wolf with magical powers. 
An incredibly enchanting story about 
friendship and not always assuming  
you know what someone or something  
will be like.  
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Clementine Rose and 
the Surprise Visitor
JACQUELINE HARVEY    PB   12.95
I like Clementine Rose because she is lucky.  
She was delivered to her mother Lady 
Clarissa in a basket full of dinner rolls.  
They live in a big house and have a nice 
butler. Lady Clarissa wins raffles. She won 
a teacup pig called Lavender. But mean 
Aunt Violet is visiting and she doesn’t  
like Clementine and Lavender.

Captain Underpants and 
the Terrific Return of Tippy 
Tinkletrousers
DAV PILKEY   PB   12.99 
Captain Underpants is very funny  
because he is a superhero who only  
wears underpants and a cape. My  
favourite bit was when the kinder kids 
tricked the bullies and they were never 
mean to the little kids anymore.

Aimee aged 8

Thea Stilton:  
The Journey to Atlantis
THEA STILTON    HB   19.99
As the younger sister and sidekick of 
intrepid reporter Geronimo, Thea Stilton 
has had her fair share of action and 
intrigue. When a strange, blue boy washes 
up on the beach where they are holidaying 
Thea and her friends are drawn into a 
mystery that takes them all the way to  
the fabled underwater city of Atlantis.

My Big Book of Nibbles 

VARIOUS   PB   19.99
For many years Aussie Nibbles books  
have started young primary school age 
children on their path to independent 
reading.  With just the right amount of  
text and illustrations they are the perfect 
first chapter books. This bind-up of five 
books is terrific value at $19.99, saving  
you nearly $45.00 compared to  
purchasing them individually. 

Jacob aged 6
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Claude in the 
Country
ALEX T. SMITH   PB   12.99
Claude and Sir Bobblysock 
have an exciting day in the 

country as they help Mrs 
Cowpat prepare for 
the County Fair.

Nancy Clancy Super Sleuth
JANE O’CONNOR & ROBIN PREISS GLASSER   HB   14.99
With her rhinestone magnifying glass, pink 
trench coat and a partner with awesome 
code-breaking skills, Nancy has everything 
a super sleuth (that’s a fancy word for 
detective) needs! Now all she needs is a 
good mystery to solve. Join Nancy and best-
friend Bree in this gorgeous beginning to a 
new chapter book series! 

Hercules: Champion  
of the World
NIGEL GRAY & HEATH MCKENZIE   PB   14.95
Hercules is the best at everything.  He’s the 
best at fighting, running and even at being 
good-looking! However, being the best has 
its drawbacks.  It earns him the enmity of 
his half-brother, King Eurystheus, who sets 
him several difficult and dangerous tasks.  
A rib-ticklingly funny introduction to the 
classic tale of the Labors of Hercules.

Precious and 
the Mystery of 
Meerkat Hill
ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH    HB   19.99
Precious is on the case when 
her school friends’ cow 
disappears.  Can their amazing 
pet meerkat help her with her 
investigation?

Pearlie and the  
Flamenco Fairy
WENDY HARMER   PB   14.95
Pearlie’s visiting Spain and her 
new friend Florentina has planned 
a flamenco party to welcome her.  
Unfortunately Pearlie has two left 
feet!

- JUNIOR FICTION NEXT IN SERIES -
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The Secret Hen  
House Theatre
HELEN PETERS    PB   14.99
You will love this story about a struggling 
farming family. Hannah would love to enter 
a competition with the play she has written 
but she has lots of obstacles to overcome, 
including a father who has no time for such 
things, and a fire in the hen house she was 
using as a theatre. Hannah is determined 
not to give up on saving both the play and 
her family’s farm.  

Ghost Knight
CORNELIA FUNKE   PB   16.99
Jon goes off to boarding school expecting 
to hate it. He wasn’t, on the other hand, 
expecting the ghosts which appeared 
calling him by name and threatening  
to kill him. His new friend Ella suggests  
he seeks out William Longspee – the  
ghost of a knight devoted to helping  
the weak. A gripping adventure story.
 

The Grunts in Trouble
PHILIP ARDAGH & AXEL SCHEFFLER   HB   15.99
Mr and Mrs Grunt got their son, er, Sunny, 
when they stole him off a washing line.  
So technically he isn’t really their son.  
The three travel around the countryside 
in a homemade caravan pulled by two 
donkeys. Their trouble begins when  
they venture onto the land of the very 
unpopular Lord Bigg. Will definitely  
appeal to Roald Dahl fans. 

Who Could It Be  
At This Hour? 
LEMONY SNICKET   HB   16.95
Lemony Snicket is a great investigator. A 
statue is stolen and he and his chaperone 
S.Theodora Markson must find it. Things 
get very exciting as he is helped by all the 
wacky characters in the town of Stain’d-by-
the-Sea. My favourite part was when  
he came back and the guy said, “well  
done Lemony”.  It was awesome.

Valenteen aged 10
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Truly Tan
JEN STORER   PB   16.99
Truly Tan is a great mystery book. It is 
suspenseful and has lots of surprises.  
As I was reading this book I kept thinking 
if ghosts really exist.  It is spooky to think 
that ghosts may exist. My favourite part 
was when the Chosen Few discovered  
that by burying Wanda’s dead fox, the  
ghost that haunted Purple Haunt 
disappeared forever.

Irina the Wolf Queen
LEAH SWANN   PB   19.99
Irina, stolen from the royal palace at  
birth and raised by wolves, has many 
adventures trying to find her way back  
to where she belongs. I enjoyed this  
book because it was really exciting  
and I couldn’t put it down!

Cassidy aged 9Vanessa aged 9

Ruby Red: Arkie Sparkle 
Treasure Hunter
PETRA JAMES   PB   12.99
Arkie is once again on the search for her 
archaeologist parents who have been 
kidnapped.  This time she finds herself in 
the eighteenth century at a party given by 
Blackbeard the Pirate! Great swashbuckling 
fun for young girls with a sense of 
adventure.  

Word Hunters:  
The Curious Dictionary
NICK EARLS   PB   14.95
Twins Lexi and Al Hunter are in for  
the ride of their lives when they are 
accidentally transported through time  
by a magical dictionary to Thomas Edison’s 
doorstep. Can they stop fighting long 
enough to find their way home or will  
they be trapped in the past forever?
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Ooh La La! Daizy Star
CATHY CASSIDY   PB   14.99
Daizy is in grade six and is apprehensive 
about starting secondary school.  A school 
trip to Paris helps put everything into 
perspective. Will she remain friends with 
her besties? Will they stop chasing Ethan?  
Will she find her star quality? All will be 
resolved in Paris. You will love going on 
this journey with Daizy as she discovers 
what is really important

Four Children and It
JACQUELINE WILSON   PB   17.99
The story starts with a blended family 
where the children don’t get on. Enter 
the Psammead, a creature from Edith 
Nesbit’s classic novel The Five Children  
and It, and the magic begins. The magic 
doesn’t always go to plan but that just 
brings the family closer together and 
there’s a happy ending of course.  

Miss Understood
JAMES ROY   PB   16.95
Lizzie’s been expelled from school, her 
best friend has a new best friend, Dad is 
depressed and she’s discovered a broken 
family man squatting in the display home 
next door. Ten-year-old Lizzie has a lot 
on her plate. Award-winner James Roy 
tackles some big issues with humour and 
sensitivity, and the value of family and 
community support shines through.

Infinity Ring Book 1:  
A Mutiny in Time
JAMES DASHNER   HB   $14.99
I thought this book was really good. Even  
if you’re not interested in history you’ll love 
this. It’s great that the members of a secret 
society called the Hystorians can go back  
in time to fix things using the Infinity Ring.  
I also really liked the online game at www.
infinityring.com. I can’t wait for the others 
to come out.

Alex aged 10
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The False Prince
JENNIFER A. NIELSEN   PB   16.99
As civil war looms, streetwise Sage and 
three other orphans are forcibly recruited 
by the nobleman Connor to compete for 
the role of impersonating the king’s long 
lost son. With death imminent for those 
not selected, and Connor’s motives suspect, 
Sage’s only option is to call on every bit 
of his resourcefulness to overcome the 
treachery and deceit surrounding him.

Stitch Head #2  
The Pirate’s Eye
GUY BASS   PB   9.95
When Stitch Head realises his master 
is away he decides to follow his dream 
of setting sail on the high seas in his 
own pirate ship. What follows is a crazy 
adventure with even crazier characters that 
will have you racing to the end to find out 
what is to become of Stitch Head and his 
crew. 

Eric Vale:  Epic Fail
MICHAEL GERARD BAUER & JOE BAUER   PB   14.99 
Eric Vale has been given the insulting 
nickname Epic Fail!  He thinks he deserves 
a cool nickname like some of the other kids 
at school.  So he attempts to get an epic 
win!  But things don’t always go to plan, 
especially when he accidentally wears his 
embarrassing teddy PJs to the swimming 
carnival. Very, very, very funny!

Callum aged 10

The World of Norm 3:  
May Produce Gas
JONATHAN MERES    PB   12.99
The third in the World of Norm series and 
each one a winner, particularly with boys of 
9+. Norm and his family are all producing 
smells of varying kinds and of course it’s 
Norm who suffers! Try the previous two 
books—May Contain Nuts and May Cause 
Irritation, you won’t be disappointed.
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The 
26-Storey 
Treehouse
ANDY GRIFFITHS &  
TERRY DENTON   PB   12.99
I bet you didn’t 
think there could be 

anything cooler 
than a 13-storey 
treehouse. More 
comics, stories 
and jokes in this 
hilarious book. 

Under 
Wildwood
COLIN MELOY   HB   19.99
Since her return to 
from the Impassable 
Wilderness, life has 
seemed a bit dull for 
Prue. Daydreaming 
about her friend Curtis 
who remained behind 
in the Wildwood, Prue 
finds herself pulled into 
the wilderness once 
more. 

The Crystal 
Code: The 
billionaire 
series book 4
RICHARD NEWSOME  PB   16.99 
Teenage billionaire 
Gerald and his friends 
are are off to the States. 
Their idyllic holiday is 
ruined when Gerald’s 
chalet is attacked. An 
exciting next installment 
in the mystery series.

Ruby 
Redfort:  
Take Your 
Last Breath  
LAUREN CHILD   PB   19.99
This time Ruby Redfort 
takes to the high seas to 
investigate the mystery 
of the Twinford pirates 
and comes up against 
Count von Viscount. We 
assume she’ll come out 
on top; she is, after all, 
Ruby Redfort.

Ratburger
DAVID WALLIAMS   PB   19.99
Things aren’t going so great for Zoe, her 
stepmother is so lazy she gets Zoe to pick 
her nose for her, the bullies at school won’t 
leave her alone and evil Burt from Burt’s 
Burgers is after her pet rat! This hilarious, 
action packed and touching novel is perfect 
for fans of Roald Dahl.

Thai-No-Mite!
OLIVER PHOMMAVANH    PB   16.99
When Lengy’s parents announce a trip to 
Thailand to visit relatives, he realises that 
he’ll have to start planning.  But when his 
preparations include surviving a savage 
bat attack, coping with Dr Needlemouse’s 
terrifying array of syringes and catching a 
redback spider for his Auntie, something 
explosive is bound to occur!
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Katie aged 12

I Made Lattes for a Love God
WENDY HARMER   PB   19.99 
Wendy Harmer is a favourite author  
of mine, so when reading this I wasn’t  
disappointed – this is a fantastic book.  
I enjoyed reading about Elly Pickering  
and her juicy secret that didn’t lead to  
her having a bummer summer! I’d  
definitely recommend it to readers over  
the age of 12.

The Cloud Hunters
ALEX SHEARER    PB   19.95 
Water is scarce in this post-apocalyptic 
world made up of islands floating in space. 
Sky-sharks and deadly jellyfish cruise the 
dense atmosphere, and the inhabitants of 
some islands are not too friendly, either. 
Hungry for adventure, Christien joins the 
mysterious Cloud Hunters, who harvest 
water for a living – an occupation more 
dangerous than his wildest imaginings!

Insignia
S.J. KINCAID    PB   19.95
This futuristic thrill ride is sure to get video 
game fans cracking a spine rather than 
turning on the TV. When Tom Raines’ talent 
at virtual reality video games is noticed, he 
is offered a place at Pentagonal Spiral, an 
elite military academy, where he enters a 
world of warfare, competition and danger.

Liar and Spy
REBECCA STEAD    PB   16.99
When seventh grader Georges (the s is si-
lent) moves into a new apartment building, 
he meets Safer, a twelve-year-old loner and 
self-appointed spy. Together, they begin to 
track the movements of a mysterious neigh-
bour, Mr X. Another complex, heartwarm-
ing and quirky read from Stead, writer of 
the Newbery winning When You Reach Me.
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Christina aged 1 1 Will aged 13

Girl V the World Series
PB   12.95
The Girl V World books are wonderfully 
worded examples of what getting older  
is like. They are Australian and cover  
all of the issues that are important to  
girls who are growing up like school, 
friends, parents and first boyfriends.   
I really enjoyed them and would highly  
recommend them to girls in upper  
primary or lower secondary school. 

Goldrush: Vanguard  
Prime Book 1
STEVEN LOCHRAN    PB   14.99
This book starts with Sam unexpectedly 
discovering he has superhero powers.  
The story has a good plot as well as good 
character profiles. This would be a fantastic 
book for kids who are interested in super-
heroes as Sam’s powers mean he meets 
up with his heroes.  Steven Lochran has 
written a clever book for kids.

CROSSOVER FICTION  NEXT IN SERIES

Voyage of the 
Unquiet Ice: Ship 
Kings Book 2 
ANDREW MCGAHAN   PB   22.99
Dow undertakes a perilous 
voyage to the frozen north.  
Entangled in treachery and 
rebellion, he faces a battle for 
survival.

Brotherband 3:  
The Hunters 
JOHN FLANAGAN   PB   17.95
Hal and his shipmates pursue 
the villainous Zavac to the 
pirate town Raguza, to regain 
their stolen relic, the Andomal.

The Mark of 
Athena: Heroes of 
Olympus 
RICK RIORDAN   PB   19.99
Can Percy Jackson and the 
Half-blood Heroes succeed on 
their quest to find The Doors 
of Death or will the Greek 
Gods of chaos win their battle 
to stop them? Percy and his 
fellow demi-gods face the most 
important quest of all—the 
Prophecy of Seven. -23-
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Quintana  
of Charyn 
MELINA MARCHETTA    PB   24.99
Separated from the girl 
he loves Froi must travel 

through Charyn to search 
for Quintana, and protect 
her against those who 
will do anything to 
gain power.

The Sacrifice
CHARLIE HIGSON    PB   19.99 
The fourth book in this 
terrifying series in which 
the sickness has destroyed 
everyone over the age of 
fourteen. Small Sam is 
desperate to find his sister, 
which means leaving the 
relative safety of The Tower 
of London and venturing into 
very unfamiliar territory where 
everyone is not as they seem. 

The Power of Five: 
Oblivion
ANTHONY HOROWITZ   PB   19.95
The long awaited conclusion  
to this suspenseful series about 
five teenagers battling the evil 
‘Old Ones’.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION NEXT IN SERIES

After
MORRIS GLEITZMAN    PB   19.99 
The final installment in the story of Felix 
and Zelda and their experiences of growing 
up in Nazi Germany. After focuses on Felix 
as he joins the partisans in the forest, 
becoming a medical assistant to their 
doctor. It can be a challenging read – good 
and bad are not always what they seem  – 
but definitely a very rewarding one.

The Paladin Prophecy: 
Book One
MARK FROST   PB    21.95
Will has many special talents but his 
parents have always insisted that he 
keep them well hidden but one day 
he forgets and scores off the charts 
on a nationwide exam. Now all sorts 
of strange things are happening 
including finding out that he has a 
guardian angel! A gripping read.

CROSSOVER FICTION
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Crewel
GENNIFER ALBIN    PB   15.99
At sixteen Adelice is taken from her family 
to become a Spinster.  Most girls would be 
thrilled by this – Spinsters, weavers able 
to alter the very fabric of reality, lead a 
privileged and glamorous existence.  But 
the Spinsters themselves are controlled by 
the sinister Guild, which has power over 
every aspect of their lives including who 
they may love…

The Convent
MAUREEN MCCARTHY   PB   22.99
A wonderfully rich and thought provoking 
novel spanning from 1900 to the present 
which intertwines the often heart-breaking 
experiences of four generations of young 
women. With the atmospheric Abbotsford 
Convent as a backdrop, we inhabit the 
worlds of Sadie, Edna, Cecelia and Peach 
as well as learning about the history of the 
convent and its order of nuns. 

Breathe
SARAH CROSSAN    PB    15.99
When the world’s oxygen level drops, the 
lucky few obtain refuge in The Pod.  Years 
later, status within is dependent on how 
much oxygen one can afford.  Dissenters 
are ejected from the Pod.  One day a 
Premium boy helps a rebel girl escape.  
Outside with minimal oxygen, they  
uncover a vast conspiracy.  But will  
they survive to tell the tale?

The Diviners
LIBBA BRAY     PB   24.99
Evie has been sent to New York to stay  
with her Uncle – a punishment which in  
the 1920s doesn’t seem like much of one. 
She takes to the flapper lifestyle like a duck 
to water, but then bodies start showing  
up over time and Evie might have to unveil 
her secret power to get to the bottom  
of the killings. 
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Eve and Adam
MICHAEL GRANT & KATHERINE APPLEGATE   PB   22.95
Evening Spiker leads a privileged life in 
San Francisco with her mother, a successful 
geneticist. Taking her charmed life for 
granted, she’s has never wondered why she 
doesn’t get sick like everyone else. That is, 
until she’s struck by a car and is severely 
injured. Injuries that seem to be healing 
faster than physically possible…. 

Crusher
NIALL LEONARD    PB   21.95
Finn’s life wasn’t great, abandoned by 
his mother, suffering dyslexia and getting 
into trouble. Now he’s a loner working in 
a fast food joint.  But his life gets a whole 
lot worse when he arrives home to find his 
dad slumped dead at his desk – murdered.  
What ensues is an action packed quest for 
the truth.  Recommended for ages 15+.

Mystic City
THEO LAWRENCE   PB   21.95
I loved it! This is a dystopian novel, with  
a plot similar to Romeo and Juliet, where  
a centuries old feud between families 
affects the young romance of Aria 
and Thomas. Mystics, magic powers 
and memory engineering make this 
a captivating story with great action 
sequences and political intrigue.

Pepper aged 13

Jepp, Who Defied the Stars
KATHERINE MARSH    PB   19.95 
In this wonderfully fascinating read, Jepp,  
a young dwarf is determined to find his 
place in a cruel world. This book is filled 
with colourful characters based on real 
historical figures – villains, giants and  
star-crossed lovers – and there is no 
shortage of adventure. 
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Optical Illusions
DORLING KINDERSLEY   HB   $29.99
What a way to create ways to trick your 
eyes. Whether it spins, has lots of colours, 
is straight or square or is a boy or a girl. 
A fabulous book to let us all learn about 
optical illusions, as well as seeing many 
illusions for the first time. A book for  
all the family.

Roald Dahl’s  
Marvellous Joke Book
ROALD DAHL    PB   9.99
Which famous writer goes best with a hot 
dog? Roll Dahl! Full of 500 sidesplitting 
Dahlian jokes, riddles, Knock knocks and 
Doctor, doctors this book is guaranteed  
to have the whole family (young and old)  
in stitches!

The Ripper Razzle Dazzle 
Big Book of Fun and Stuff 
and More Stuff
ANDY JONES  PB   $16.99
No batteries or power points required for 
this type of fun. Hours of entertainment  
for kids aged 6+ in this activity book  
stuffed full of puzzles, doodles, dot-to-dots, 
rhymes and games. 

Magical Mix Ups:   
Friends & Fashion
MARNIE EDWARDS   PB   11.99
The Magical Mix – Ups series is a unique 
blend of junior novel and activity book.  
As young readers read the story they also 
finish the illustrations on each page. Lots 
of sparkly fun! In this book best friends 
Emerald the friendly witch and Princess 
Sapphire must work quickly to prevent  
a fashion disaster.
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The Junior Gourmet
 ELIZABETH LONG    PB   19.95
A great cookbook for budding chefs looking 
to expand their repertoire of dishes. Learn 
to cook dishes from around the world and 
impress your family at mealtimes with 
offerings from Mexico to Morocco and 
many places in between.  Fully illustrated 
with clear photos of what you are aiming  
to put on the plate. 

Star Wars:  
A Galactic Pop-Up Adventure
MATTHEW REINHARD    PB   39.99
Master paper engineer Matthew Reinhart 
has turned his prodigious talents to 
exploring the characters, vehicles and 
droids from the first three Star Wars 
movies and from the Clone Wars. This book 
comes packed with pop-ups and pull- tabs 
and it even includes a working light sabre!  
A perfect gift for Star Wars fans of all ages.

Paper Flying Dragons
PAT MURPHY  19.99
This book comes complete with fascinating 
facts about the natural history of dragons 
and twelve dragons to punch out and 
construct. Make a sea dragon, a battle 
dragon and even your own customized 
Robo-dragon. These sturdy creations are 
designed to withstand crashes and are  
sure to delight any dragon fan.

Fashion Forms
APRIL CHORBA   29.99
Klutz is a brand that is synonymous with 
creativity, making and having fun. Crafty 
kids aged over eight will love Fashion 
Forms because it will enable them to 
release their inner fashion designer.  
The kit includes everything they will  
need to create 3-dimensional paper 
fashions such as papers, patterns, 
embellishments and hanger displays.  
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RSPCA Bumper Book of 
Pets and other Animals
LEX HIRST   PB   19.95
You will be an expert in no time with this 
all-encompassing book on all animals great 
and small. Filled with fun facts, photos and 
a huge range of great activities to keep you 
busy, this is a must have for animal lovers 
everywhere. 

Australia’s Greatest 
Inventions & Innovations
CHRISTOPHER CHENG   24.95
Australia’s GREATEST Inventions & 
Innovations is a great book for people who 
like inventions and how they work, because 
it’s got inventions like the Dual Flush Toilet, 
Hills Hoist, Bionic Ear and Spray On Skin. 
It also describes how they work and how 
the inventors came up with the ideas.
I rate this book … 100% awesome (5stars). 

Underworld:  
Exploring the Secret World 
Beneath Your Feet
 JANE PRICE   HB   24.95
Have you ever thought about what’s 
under your feet? It might be dinosaur 
bones, treasure or a maze of tunnels. Fun 
drawings and interesting photos explain 
what may be there and how we have 
thought about, visited and made use of 
underground spaces through the ages.

Rocket into Space!
RAGBIR BHATHAL & JOHANNA DAVIDS   HB   19.95
Maddy and Jack are flying into space 
and you are invited along for the ride. 
Journey through the solar system learning 
about planets and dodging asteroids. This 
interactive lift-the-flap book is perfectly 
designed to delight budding young 
astronauts and all those preschoolers 
fascinated by what’s ‘up there’. 

Jonathan aged 9
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Train Your Brain to  
be a Maths Genius
DORLING KINDERSLEY   HB   19.99
How do you boost your maths 
brainpower? Work you way through this 
book and amaze your friends and teachers 
with your problem solving abilities. 
Jam-packed with puzzles, brainteasers, 
activities and tips and tricks. 

100 People Who Made 
History
DORLING KINDERSLEY   HB   24.95
Inventors, explorers, sports stars and 
politicians—they are all here in this 
amazing guide that features 100 people 
who have changed the world. Once you 
have read about one person you will  
want to keep reading more. 

Extreme Planet
LONELY PLANET   HB   29.99
Hang on for the ride of your 
life around the planet’s hottest, 
wettest, deepest, coldest, highest, 
driest, windiest and all round 
wildest places. Meet some of the 
very different people—as well as 
the biggest, smallest, smelliest, 
slimiest and weirdest critters that 
share this wonderful world of ours. 
Warning: there’s a serious YUCK 
factor within the pages of this 
book, so it might be best to keep  
it well away from Mum and Dad. 

How To Be A  
World Explorer
LONELY PLANET   HB   24.99  
Do you know how to escape 
quicksand, find water in the desert 
or navigate by the stars? It’s a 
wonderful world out there just 
waiting to be discovered, but are 
you ready to be an explorer? This 
book will teach you everything you 
need to know to venture through 
all the landscapes on Earth as well 
as through the air, over the seas 
and under the waves. 

Not For Parents: 
Country Guides
AUSTRALIA CHINA GREAT BRITAIN U.S.A.   
LONELY PLANET   PB   19.99
Which Australian baby animal eats 
its mother’s poo? Which famous 
road is known as America’s main 
street? And why is the fourth 
floor missing from many Chinese 
buildings? The Not-For-Parents 
Country Guides give you the real, 
inside story about the world’s most 
exciting countries, including stuff 
that your parents probably don’t 
even know about. 
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Santa’s Secret
MIKE DUMBLETON & TOM JELLETT     
HB   19.95
Once all the Christmas 
presents are delivered Santa 
is in need of a break! Where 
does he go for a holiday? 
Australia of course! An 
adorable Christmas picture 
book with a cheeky twist.  
With lively illustrations and 
great rhyming text this is the 
perfect choice for Christmas 
Eve story time.

Hey Jack!  
The Lost Reindeer
SALLY RIPPIN    PB   7.95  
Jack can’t wait for Christmas 
to arrive.  He’s really looking 
forward to giving his best 
friend Billie her Christmas 
present. He made it all by 
himself! But Billie’s gift for him 
is much more exciting than 
his. What on earth is Jack 
going to do now?

Usborne Christmas 
Decorations to cut 
fold and stick
USBORNE   PB   24.99
Full of beautifully illustrated 
pull-out sheets and simple 
step-by-step instructions this 
book is guaranteed to fill your 
home with Christmas cheer!  
Make snowflakes, folded stars, 
paperchains, angels, and 
decorations to hang from a 
Christmas tree.

Queen Victoria’s Christmas
JACKIE FRENCH & BRUCE WHATELY    HB   24.99
Strange things are happening in the 
palace… mysterious parcels begin to 
arrive and most peculiar of all is the 
large tree placed indoors. Jackie French 
tells this story from the point of view of 
Queen Victoria’s dogs in this humorous 
exploration of the first traditional 
Christmas, as we know it today.

The Nutcracker
ALISON JAY    HB   21.99
Alison Jay lends her distinctive illustrative 
style to the classic Christmas story of 
The Nutcracker. When Clara is given a 
nutcracker doll for Christmas, she never 
dreamed he was actually a Prince from the 
Land of Sweets trapped in the nutcracker 
form by the evil Mouse King! A gorgeous 
seasonal gift book.
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Pizza Cake
MORRIS GLEITZMAN   Audio   19.95  
Morris Gleitzman hasn’t 
written many short stories 
but if this is a sample there 
should be more. The stories 
are all very different and 
the first one about teachers 
being more valued than a 
rock star will suck you right 
in. You can also find out 
how to save ten lives with a 
paperclip!

Code Name Verity 
ELIZABETH WEIN   Audio   29.95  
After her plane goes 
down in Occupied France, 
Julie is captured by the 
SS. After enduring their 
interrogations as much as 
she can, she has broken 
down and is telling them 
what they want to know. 
Julie tells us not only of 
English air bases, but also 
of her friendship with civil 
pilot Maddie.

The Enchanted 
Wood
ENID BLYTON   Audio    29.95 
A great way to introduce 
children to the magical world 
of the Faraway Tree. Join 
Joe, Beth and Franny as they 
discover there own Enchanted 
Wood and meet a dazzling 
array of characters that live in 
the Faraway Tree. Read with 
just the right amount of fun by 
Kate Winslet providing hours 
of great listening. 

The books in this guide have been chosen and reviewed by members of 
the ABA’s Children’s Special Interest Group, booksellers who use their 
expertise to encourage and support reading for all ages.
DISCLAIMER: Price and information are correct at the time of print. 
Some bookstores may not be able to hold stock of every book in 
this guide. Speak to your bookseller about special orders. Cover 
illustrations and various internal illustrations and inspiration have 
been taken from The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore by 
William Joyce (Simon & Schuster) and is reproduced with permission. 
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